


HIGH
STANDARDS

uninterrupted work 
of the warehouse 

and well-operated 
logistics, flawless 
customer service 

and support

OWN
LABORATORY

where we create 
and test our products

WE FOLLOW 
THE TRENDS

and present brand 
top new products 

every month

OWN
MANUFACTURE

means fresh products 
at any time



Having gone through numerous stages 
of the formula development, selection 
of the ingredients and sampling, we managed 
to create a truly high-quality product.

It took the leading technologists of 
Innovator Cosmetics 2 years to create 
the dye for eyelashes and eyebrows that 
meets all the highest requirements and 
standards.

UNIQUE 
DYE



BRONSUN® 
the dye of the 
new generation 
that knows no equals.

The first dye for eyebrows
and eyelashes with 
henna effect. 

Longevity champion:
provides a long-lasting 
effect both on skin 
and hairs.



EYEBROW TINTING 
WITH HENNA 

EFFECT
BRONSUN® 
gel dye helps to create graphic 
and voluminous eyebrows 
regardless of clients’ color types 
and quality of their eyebrows: 
even affected by excessive 
correction, sparse and thin ones 
will look flawless after the 
tinting.



Intensively tints the skin as if it 
was dyed with henna. Besides 
a dye tinting procedure itself 
is much easier and faster!

Preparation for tinting does 
not require a lot of special 
products.

Due to its formula, BRONSUN® 
gel dye gently tints eyebrow 
hairs, so no special aftercare 
is needed.



PEOPLE TRUST US!
MASTERS ALL OVER THE WORLD 
CHOOSE BRONSUN® GEL DYE:

It is sold in more than 
40 countries and is a 
bestseller in 27 ones!

Brand of the year - 
2018 in Russia!





HIGHLY 
PIGMENTED DYE

tints both hairs 
and skin, providing 

graphic and 
intense result

IMPRESSIVE
LONG LASTING 
EFFECT

days on skin  

weeks on hairs7 fro
m



GEL TEXTURE  
easily applied 

according 
to the shape, 

does not leak

AMMONIA FREE 
FORMULA 
guarantees gentle 
effect on hair structure



LONG SHELF LIFE
2.5 years
1 year after opening

ECONOMIC USE 
due to the tinting technique, 
one tube is enough to carry 
out up to 40 procedures



AVERAGE EXPOSURE 
TIME OF THE DYE ON 
EYEBROWS

10
MINUTES



WIDE COLOR PALETTE
[BR-1001] [BR-1002] [BR-1003] [BR-1004] [BR-1005] [BR-1006] [BR-1007]



PRODUCT LINE 
FOR PROFESSIONALS 
OF LASH AND BROW 
INDUSTRY

EYELASH &
EYEBROW DYE



Every package of eyebrow and 
eyelash dye BRONSUN® includes:

eyebrow and eyelash dye 
BRONSUN®, 15 ml

measuring cup (plastic)

lint-free microbrush, 2 mm

instruction

EYEBROW AND EYELASH 
DYE BRONSUN®, 15 ML

30 М 12 М 40
PROCEDURESBEFORE OPENING AFTER OPENING 

SHELF LIFE: CONSUMPTION:



A classic color used 
for eyelash tinting. 
When being mixed with 
other colors from 
the palette,  it can darken 
them or help to create 
colder shades.

#1 
BLACK



A shade of medium 
intensity for tinting 

the eyebrows of 
raven-haired clients 
or those having cold 

blonde hair (ash or 
pearl blonde).

GRAPHITE
#2 



For more deep and intense 
shade on the eyelashes. 
This color is perfect for those 
who want more than regular 
black. It can also be used to 
neutralize yellowness.

BLUE BLACK
#3 



A non-intense shade 
that is perfect for tinting 
the eyebrows of medium 

blonde types.

CHESTNUT
#4 



A shade of medium intensity 
that is perfect for clients 
having red, light or 
medium blonde hair 
with golden or ash tone.

LIGHT BROWN
#5 



An intense shade for clients 
with dark-blonde hair.

BROWN
#6 



A cold intense shade 
for clients with tanned 
or olive-tinted skin 
and dark hair.

DARK BROWN
#7 



MILK-CREAM DEVELOPER 
BRONSUN® 3%, 20 ML
Specially developed Milk-Cream Developer 
helps a master to achieve perfect tinting 
mixture consistency, providing a long-lasting 
tinting result without damaging hair structure.

36 М 12 М 53
PROCEDURES BEFORE OPENING AFTER OPENING

SHELF LIFE: CONSUMPTION:

[BR-2001][BR-2001]



REMOVAL COMPOSITION FOR 
DYE BRONSUN®, 20 ML
Gently removes dye residues from skin. Used right after 
tinting for removal of potential flaws. Can be used to 
lighten the shade a little bit or create an ombré effect. 
Lightens the pigment on skin up to several tones 
without color fading on hairs.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: Apply a drop of the product 
on a cotton swab, rub the desired area. 
Repeat if needed. Rinse the residues with water.  

36 М 12 М 165
PROCEDURESBEFORE OPENING AFTER OPENING

SHELF LIFE: CONSUMPTION:

[BR-2002]



FIND YOUR PERFECT 
FORMAT

The assortment includes 
products for masters 
and convenient sets 

for home use.



eyebrow and eyelash dye BRONSUN®, 7 ml

milk-cream developer BRONSUN® 3%, 5 ml

measuring cup (plastic)

lint-free microbush, 2 mm

instruction

Every home set contains all the necessary products and 
materials for an eyebrow and eyelash tinting procedure: 

EYEBROW AND EYELASH 
DYE BRONSUN® HOME SET

30 М 12 М 12-18
PROCEDURESBEFORE OPENING AFTER OPENING 

SHELF LIFE: CONSUMPTION:



PRODUCT LINE OFFERS 
6 COLORS: 

#1 
#2 
#4   #5 
#6 
#7 

BLACK [IR2004]

GRAPHITE [IR2005]

CHESTNUT [IR2007]

 

LIGHT BROWN [IR2008]

BROWN [IR2009]

DARK BROWN [IR2010] 



Gently and delicate dyes every single 
hair without darkening the color, 
tints skin, makes eyebrows more 
voluminous.

Does not overdry hairs due to the 
ammonia-free formula. 



OUR EYELASH LAMINATION SETS INCLUDE 
EYELASH AND EYEBROW DYE BRONSUN®

LASH LAMINATION
SET MAYAMY

LASH LAMINATION
PROFESSIONAL SET MAYAMY



EYEBROW TINTING GUIDE WITH GEL DYE BRONSUN®

Apply zone gel or white 
eyebrow paste to the area 
around the eyebrows, 
avoiding zones you are 
going to tint. 

Cleanse the eyebrow area with 
an oil-free makeup remover. 
Scrub the eyebrows with an 
eyebrow scrub if needed. 
Then degrease the skin, using 
a saline solution or eyebrow 
primer.

Run a sensitivity test 
24-48 hours prior to the 
procedure.

In a non-metallic tare thoroughly 
mix Milk-cream Developer BRONSUN® 
and Eyelash and eyebrow dye BRONSUN® 
in a ratio of 1:1 until homogeneous 
consistency. We recommend using 
0.5 cm of dye and an equal proportion 
of oxidant.

Using a brush, quickly and evenly 
apply a thin layer of the prepared 
mixture to the eyebrows, strictly 
to the desired shape. Carefully tint 
the skin by raising the eyebrow 
hairs. Watch the clarity of the lines.

ВРЕМЯ ЭКСПОЗИЦИИ 
7-10 МИНУТ The exposure time is 

7-10 minutes and depends 
on the desired result: 
the more intense shade 
and tinting effect you 
want, the more time you 
need.

As the exposure time
 is over, remove the dye 
with a wet cotton swab 
or pad.

If you accidentally tinted 
the skin, apply a small amount 
of BRONSUN® Removal 
composition to a microbrush 
or cotton swab and gently wipe 
this area. Repeat if needed. 
Wash off the residues with water.

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8



ВРЕМЯ ЭКСПОЗИЦИИ 
10-15 МИНУТ

EYELASH TINTING GUIDE WITH GEL DYE BRONSUN®

Run a sensitivity 
test 24-48 hours prior 
to the procedure.

Set the protective pads 
along the edge of the 
lower eyelids, having the 
lower eyelashes got out 
from under the pads.

In a non-metallic tare thoroughly 
mix Milk-cream Developer BRONSUN® 
and Eyelash and eyebrow dye 
BRONSUN® in a ratio of 1:1 until 
homogeneous consistency. 
We recommend using 0.5 cm of dye 
and an equal proportion of oxidant.

Cleanse the eyelashes 
with an oil-free makeup 
remover. 

Apply a thin layer 
of zone gel to the 
area around the eyes, 
avoiding eyelashes.

Using a brush, carefully 
and evenly apply the 
prepared mixture to the 
eyelashes. During the 
tinting procedure the 
eyes should be closed.

The exposure time 
is 10-15 minutes.

As the exposure time is over, 
remove the dye with a wet cotton 
swab or pad. Wash off the residues 
with water. Do not open the eyes 
until the dye is completely removed.

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8




